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1    Introduction
With increasing demand for LiNbO3 (LN) optical intensity

modulators for fiber communication systems, fine process

Control of LN device fabrication has become important to

increase the fabrication yield and to supply low-priced

mental results concerning the quality of LN crystal wafers

and device fabrication processes.1-5 For the fabrication of

optical intensity modulators, especially, process control to

obtain reduced dc drift device is needed. Our previous

communication described such a technique, where the mea-

surement of the refractive index of the SiO2 buffer layer

over the LN waveguides was found to be applicable to an

in-process screening test.4 The buffer layer formed to have

a higher refractive index tended to lead to inferior modula-

tors showing larger dc drift behavior. Here, the chemical

composition of the buffer layer is investigated, and H2O

(OH) content is also considered to influence the larger dc

drift.

2    Process Control by SiO2 Refractive Index
As described in our previous communication, the magni-

tude of the dc drift can be screened by measuring the re-

 fractive index of the SiO2 buffer layer after the process.4For

instance, the 1.44 measured at wavelength λ of 633 nm

after the oxygen annealing process at 600ºC can be chosen

as the screening criterion, where the processed wafers

showing a higher SiO2 refractive index are predicted to

result in inferior devices with larger drift behavior.6 Such a

criterion was applied to both the in-process screening test

and the process control for maintaining device fabrication

repeatability. If the measured refractive index was higher,

process be readjusted to decrease the refractive index.

 The previous investigation found that the initial stage of

the dc drift behavior was mainly influenced by the nature of

the SiO2 buffer layer.1,3,7 A SiO2 layer with a smaller re-

fractive index provided a larger initial negative drift, can-

celing the undesirable positive drift, and ultimately sup-

pressing the long-team dc drift. Such a negative drift was

considered to be caused by the retardation in the effective

application of the bias voltage to the LN waveguides

though the buffer layer.7 Contrarily, the dense buffer laver,

such as the sputtering deposited SiO2 layer, had a high

enough electric resistance to induce an occurrence of bias

relaxation in the LN substrate; i.e., the intrinsic dc drift.7,8Such

consideration was consistent with the observed results

of a smaller dc drift for the lower SiO2 refractive index

device, and a larger drift for higher refractive SiO2 index

devices.

3    Remaining Uncontrolled Drift Characteristics
in Devices

As described, the dc drift behavior is strongly affected by

the nature of the SiO2 buffer layer. Especially, the vacuum

evaporation deposited SiO2 layers were not as dense as the

sputtering deposited SiO2, and their refractive indices were

observed to change depending on the storage atmosphere.

There was a tendency for the refractive index to increase

slightly when the processed films were kept for a few hours

(one night) in an ordinary room atmosphere. Therefore, the

accurate measurement of the refractive index for the pur-

pose of in-process screening of the SiO2 films was some-

times problematical. For instance, although the refractive

index values were measured to be almost the same and less

than 1.44 at λ = 633 nm for all the samples, the dc drift

magnitude scattered slightly depending on fabricationbatch.

There results mean that an uncontrolled on fabrication

parameter remained, and the dc drift phenomenon could not

be stabilized completely by controlling only the SiO2 film

density, which was known to result in a large difference in

the film refractive index.

 As a possible origin for the uncontrolled parameter, we

considered the effect of OH in the prepared SiO2 buffer

layer, because a lower OH content in the LN wafer was

found previously to suppress the dc drift.9 Further, the re-

fractive index of the vacuum evaporation deposited oxide
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Fig. 1   TDS measurement results for the as-deposited (solid curve)
and the 600ºC wet O2 annealed (dotted curve) SiO2 films : (a) the
thermal dsorption of H2O (mass number 18) and (b) the desrption
of mainly O2 (mass number 32) from the film samples.

films was reported to increase by absorbing humidity

(H2O), which was consistent with our observation in the

process.10 To investigate the existence of H2O (OH) in the

SiO2film, thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) was per-

formed for the as-desorpted 500-nm-thick film and the an-

nealed film. The annealing was done at 600ºC for 5 h in

flowing wet O2. The SiO2 film for the TDS analysis had

been deposited on both sides of the LN substrate to ex-

clued the effect from the substrate. Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b)

show the TDS profile for the detected gases with mass

number 18 (mainly H2O) and 32 (mainly O2), respectively,

where the solid curves are for the as-deposited film and the

dotted curves are for the annealed film. As seen, the as-

deposited film included large amounts of H2O (OH), and

with the wet O2 annealing, the H2O (OH) content was re-

duced (to about 20 %). Further, the H2O in the annealed

film was found to evaporate below 250ºC almost com-

pletely. At 280ºC we also detected the degassing of O2,

which was possibly trapped in the film as excess O2 mol-

ecules.

 The result of Fig. 1 indicate that a vacuum annealing of

the buffer layer at 250ºC was effective in checking the

influence of H2O in the SiO2 to the dc drift. TWO LN modu-

lator devices for λ = 1.55µm use were fabricated from two

different wafer with an ～ 1-µm-thick SiO2 buffer layer

prepared by the same vacuum evaporation deposition and

followed by a wet O2 annealing process. Then, one wafer

sample was baked at 250ºC for about 15 h in a vacuum just

before a sputtering deposition of the thin Si layer over the

buffer layer, while the over was not baked before the Si

deposition. This Si layer worked as a protection layer

against humidity.11 The following process, such as elec-

trode formation, etc., were similarly performed for both

wafers. Ultimately, two modulator devices with and with-

out the SiO2 baking were assembled into the conventional

hermetically sealed packages.

 Figures 2(a) and 2(b) reveal the results of the OH con-

Tent measurements for the samples with and without the

SiO2 baking, respectively, by secondary ion mass spectros-

Copy (SIMS). The horizontal axis denotes the depth from

the Si surface. The contents of Si, O, Na (impurity), and Li

(impurity outdiffusing from LN substrate) were shown to

be almost identical for both samples. As expected, the H

content was confirmed to be reduced in the baked SiO2layer;

it was ～ 0.5× 1021 atoms / cm3 for the baked film and

1× 1021 atoms / cm3 for the unbaked layer. Similar results

were also obtained by hydrogen forward scattering spec-

troscopy (HFS) for the other pieces of the wafers, as shown

in Fig. 3. The amount of H (H2O) in the SiO2 layer was

reduced by the vacuum baking to half of that in the un-

baked one.

 Finally, the dc drift was measured for the two modula-

tors at 80ºC for 100 h with an initially applied bias voltage

of 3.5 V . Figure 4 shows the chronological change in the dc

voltages applied to maintain the optical output modulation

signal at the initial state. As shown by the solid curve, the

dc drift of the baked modul1tor sample was successfully

reduced compared with that of the unbaked one (dotted

curve). Especially, the magnitude of the negative drift ap-

pearing in the first 5 h of measurement was significantly

greater for the baked modulator. The measurements were

performed for other modulators assembled from the same

wafers and similar results were obtained.

4    Discussion

The reduction of the H2O (OH) contents in the SiO2 buffer

layer was found experimentally to be effective in decreas-

ing the magnitude of the dc drift. Other LN modulators

with dry O2 annealed and the vacuum baked buffer layers,

in which the H2O was possibly further reduced than in the

modulators of Figs. 2 to 4, were also fabricated and a

greater drift toward the negative direction was observed.

The sama effect, the intensified negative drift, was buffer

Layer was increased.1 Seino et al.7 reported similarly a large

negative drift at an early stage.

 These experimental results were considered to come

from changes in the electrical characteristics of the SiO2film.

for instance, the reduction of the absorbed H2O mol-

ecules might relax the film structure via. decreasing the

dopaing of the glass intermediate ions such as Ti might in-

troduce a loose bonding in the tight SiO2 network structure.

The introduction of such external and internal relaxation in

the SiO2 film structure was expected to change the dielec-
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Fig. 2  SIMS measurement results for (a) the vacuum baked SiO2 layer on the LN and (b) the unbaked
SiO2 layer. Ion emissions corresponding to H, Li, O, Na, Si, and Nb, respectively, were detected. The
amount of H detected from the films was quantitatively plotted in units of atoms per cublic centimeter on
the left vertical axis of the figures.

tric characteristics (electrical permittivity) of the film. Fur-

ther, suitable amount of H2O (OH ions) and glass modifer

ions such as In, were expected to largely change the elec-

trical resistivity of the film, commonly decreasing the re-

sistivity. The thickness of the total (effective) magnitude of these

electrical parameters.

 At this moment, the direct evidence for the preceding

consideration of a possible change of the electrical param-

eters of the SiO2 has not yet been found. The data experi-

mentally shown here, however, should be useful for the

design and fabrication of reduced dc drift LN modulator

devices. Especially, the dc drift phenomenon could be sup-

Fig. 3   HFS measurement results for the vacuum baked (open
circles) and unbaked (solid circled) SiO2 layer on the LN substrate.
The vertical axis denotes the signal intensity corresponding to the H
amounts in the film.

Fig. 4   Results of dc drift measurements at 80ºC for devices con-
sisting of a vacuum baked SiO2 buffer layer (solid curve) and of an
unbaked buffer layer (dotted curve).
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Pressed by adjusting the H2O amount in the SiO2 at low

levels in addition to the control of the film density. Vacuum

baking at 250ºC was a promising method to realize this, for

instance.
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